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Sergey Bukka: The Athlete with Six World Titles
Sergey Bukka is a remarkable athlete, known for being the only one to win six world titles in the same event. His record-breaking
journey began in Helsinki in 1983, where he cleared a height of 5.70 meters, topping the field.

Known for his consistency and determination, Bukka steadily improved his performance, reaching a height of 5.92 meters in Tokyo.
His record-breaking streak continued in Stuttgart, where he achieved the first outdoor six-meter clearance.

Bukka's winning streak continued in Gothenburg, and he added a sixth title to his name in Athens. His unparalleled achievements
have made Sergey Bukka an incomparable figure in the world of athletics.
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Audio transcription

Frame # Time Spoken text
0. 00:00:00 The remarkable Sergey Bukka is the only athlete to win six world titles in the same event.
1. 00:00:07 His record run began in Helsinki in 1983 when he cleared a modest 5 meters 70 to top the

field.
2. 00:00:18 Bukka was Mr. Automatic, always managing to do whatever it took.
3. 00:00:23 He made a steady climb upward, reaching 592 in Tokyo.
4. 00:00:31 And in Stuttgart he produced the first outdoor six meter clearance.

5. 00:00:37 Bukka's three continued in Gothenburg and he added a sixth title in Athens, the
incomparable Sergey Bukka.
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human intervention. In case of errors or omissions please contact our aibot directly at ai@macrosport.com.
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